Join SAE Detroit Section's Company Ambassador Team

Company Ambassador Responsibilities

► Keeping your company up-to-date on SAE events
► Acting as your company's point of contact for SAE information
► Encouraging your colleagues to become SAE members

Company Ambassador Perks

► Recognition within your company
► Great way to network
► Attend Company Ambassador only events

Be a Link to Change

Company Ambassadors are the connection between their company and SAE Detroit Section. They are responsible for keeping their colleagues and peers abreast of SAE Detroit Section events, resources, volunteer opportunities, SAE membership, and more. Company Ambassadors are provided with everything they need to communicate with their colleagues and peers, including eblasts with details about SAE programs and events. It's a simple role that does not require a lot of time and the benefits are extremely rewarding.

“If you are looking to get more exposure at work, either for social reasons or for career building, I highly recommend that you consider becoming a Company Ambassador.”
– Laura Klauser, General Motors

To become a Company Ambassador or for more information, contact events@sae-detroit.org or (248) 324-4445 ext. 1.

www.sae-detroit.org